
 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
 

Welcome back to a new term in Rowan Class.  Once again we have an action-packed term of 
learning ahead.  Our new topic is called “When Mickey Met Wallace...” and focuses on the 
subjects of ICT and Computing, culminating in the children making their own animations.  

The next page outlines the areas of learning for this term.  As an ongoing 
activity we request that you engage with your child in discussions about 
animations and encourage them to watch short animations to gain ideas for 
making their own.  
 
On Tuesday 22nd May 2018, from 4:30pm – 6:00pm, we would like to invite 
you to share in your child’s learning and achievements from this term at an 
“ORIKS” evening.  Look out for more information in the school newsletter. 

 
This term PE will be on a Monday/Thursday but please ensure that your child has their 
named kit, including suitable footwear, in school every day.  As the weather gets drier and 
warmer we will try to get outside more, so please ensure that your child has suitable 
clothing for this. 
 
Thank you once again for supporting your child with the weekly homework tasks.  We also 
enjoyed seeing their creative homework at the end of last term.  The creative homework 
for this term will be sent home on Friday 20th April 2018 and should be brought in to share 
on Wednesday 23rd May 2018. 
 
Finally, a big thank you to those of you who volunteered to help in class last term and on 
our trip to We The Curious.  The children really enjoyed this experience, and your help and 
support are very much appreciated, ensuring that the children have the very best learning 
opportunities.   
 
Many thanks 
 
Mrs S Tye, Mrs T Hunt and Mrs D Vourla 
	  

 
 

 
 

Rowan Class 



	  

Literacy 
• Fiction: Stories from Imaginary Worlds 
• Non-fiction: Explanation Texts 
• Role-play area: Cinema 
• Reading and comprehension activities 
• Handwriting: Joining letters correctly 
• Spelling patterns and rules 

 

Rowan Class 

Mathematics 
Fractions and Decimals: 
• Recognise, find and write fractions of a 

discrete set of objects: unit fractions 
and non-unit fractions with small 
denominators. 

• Count up and down in tenths; recognise 
that tenths arise from dividing an object 
into 10 equal parts and in dividing one-
digit numbers or quantities by 10. 

Time: 
• Know the number of seconds in a minute 

and the number of days in each month, 
year and leap year. 

• Tell and write the time from an analogue 
clock, including using Roman numerals and 
12-hour and 24-hour clocks. 

• Tell and write the time from an analogue 
clock, including using Roman numerals and 
12-hour and 24-hour clocks. 

• Estimate and read time with increasing 
accuracy to the nearest minute. 

• Record and compare time in terms of 
seconds, minutes and hours and the 
duration of events. 

Science 
• Know that sounds are made through 

vibrations that travel through the air.  
• Find patterns between vibrations and 

volume/pitch of sound. 

History 
• Chronologically order significant changes 

in the making of animations. 
• Make links to developments in computing. 

Computing & ICT 
• Digital Literacy: The Key to Keywords 
• Multimedia: Using technology to create 

film 

Music 
• Composing film scores 

PE 
• Health and fitness 

RE & PSHE 
• Judaism: Beliefs and Practices – What is 

the best way for Jews to show 
commitment to God? 

• Healthy Bodies, Healthy Minds: Coping 
with feelings of stress and anxiety, 
being assertive and the effects of 
smoking. 

French 
• Clothes 

Art & DT 
• Mixed media – designing, adapting and 

creating settings for our animations 
• Modelling – designing and sculpting 

characters for our animations 


